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ABSTRACT 
In this paper an incompleteness result for paths through or within 0 and related structures will be 
proved. A consequence of this result will be that no complete II: set is partially many-one reducible 
to any path through or within 0. For enumeration reducibility a weak kind of incompleteness is 
obtained. 
I INTRODUCTION 
Roughly there are four kinds of results connected with completeness for 
paths through or within 0: 
a) Completeness results for progressions of theories 
In [Fe] Feferman produced a path within 0 and a recursive progression of 
theories along that path, yielding the true sentences of number theory. 
b) Completeness results in the sense of recursion theoretic reducibilities 
E.g. it is easy to see that any set of natural numbers is enumeration reducible 
to a path within 0 of length wz. 
c) Incompleteness results for progressions of theories 
In [Fe, Sp] Feferman and Spector established a number of incompleteness 
results for n!-paths through 0. In [Kr] Kreisel gave another incompleteness 
result for ni-paths through 0. We present here a strengthening of Kreisel’s 
result with a new proof, using the methods of Feferman and Spector. For the 
definition of and the basic facts about 0 *; see [Fe, Sp]. 
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THEOREM: Let IC be a nt-path through 0. Let pi To be an RE-relation inp, a 
s.t. for each cz E n : Ta is a set of (codes of) sentences in the language of PA with 
NI= To. Let 5 be an RE-relation s.t. I l’0 * = lo* and a I 6 and 
bEO**aEO*. Define: T,= UaEn To. Then there is an RE theory T s.t. N I= T 
and TZ Tn. 
PROOF: Without loss of generality we may assume that as b * Tu G Tb. Define 
Ka={bIbIa).Thereisana*EO*s.t.K,*~n(see[Fe,Sp]).SoT,*2T,.IfT,* 
is true, we are done, if not, consider: 
C := { CCQ* 1 Tc is not (the set of codes of) a true theory in the language of 
PA}. 
Observe that C is hyperarithmetic, so C has a smallest element w,r.t. I, say 
CO. Pick CI E 0 *\O with cl q~ CO. Put T:= Tc,. 0 
d) Incompleteness results for recursion theoretic reducibilities 
For example we will show that the halting problem is not partially many-one 
reducible to any path through or within 0. 
2 NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
We use X, Y,..., A, B for sets of natural numbers; x,y, . . . , a, b for natural 
numbers, and VI, ly, rp~, . . . for partial recursive functions, 
z+ := (xl {x)xzO) 
Z:- := (xl {x)x4 and {x)x$0} 
n+ := lN\z+. 
Let RI(X), &(x) be RE predicates. There are recursive relations Ri(y,x) and 
RgJ$x) s.t.: 
Define: 
Rt(x)~Rz(x):*By(R;(y,x) and Vz<ylR2(z,x)) 
RI(X) < R2(x) :dIy(R\(y,x) and VzsylRi(z,x)) 
Note that the meaning of <, I depends on the choice of R; , Ri. For any RE 
predicate R(x) occurring in the text we will use one fixed R’(y,x) in the whole 
text. If an RE predicate Q(x) is introduced in the text as (e.g.) Rr(x)A&(x), 
where RI, R2 are RE predicates, we take: Q’(y,x) = (Ri((y)o,x)~R~((y)1, x)). We 
will often use informal expressions as: “we found RI(X) before Rz(x)” or “we 
found RI(x)vR~(x) before R3(x), because we found RI(X) first” etc. Clearly on 
our conventions these expressions have a natural interpretation. 
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For: 
w(x) :I 
al 
I 
if Rl(x)lR2(x) ’ 
a2 if R2(x)<R1(x) 
we use the following shorthand: 
w(x) :# 
01 I if RI(X) 02 if &(x) 
We will sometimes use abbreviations such as: ‘q(x)ny’ for ‘vi(x) EY or 
w2(x) ay’. 
Scope should be evident from context. 
3. THE CONCEPT OF SEPARABILITY AND SOME RELATED HIERARCHIES 
The concept of separability introduced here is a generalization of the usual 
notion of separability in recursion theory. It is inspired by the proof of the 
Giidel-Rosser-Mostowski-Myhill-Kripke theorem and partial many-one 
reducibility. An analogous concept could be given for enumeration reducibility. 
However in that case the central result of this paper does not hold. 
3.1 DEFINITION 
X sep(A,B) (X separates A and B) iff there are PA, ~DB s.t.: 
a) p~‘(X)nB=(P~l(X)nA =0 
W ~~‘(X)Ucpgl(X)= tN. 
3.2 DEFINITION 
Xq,,,, Y (X is partially many-one reducible to Y) iff there is a cp s.t. X= (p- ’ Y. 
3.3 REMARK 
X sep(A, B) and X+,Y+ Y sep(A,B). 
3.4 DEFINITIONS 
3.4.1 X[I Y iff for every (A,@ :X sep(A,B)+ Y sep(A,B). 
3.4.2 XEY iff XC Y and YC X. 
3.4.3 (A,B)S&lL&) iff forevery X: X sep(A’,E)+X sep(A,B). 
3.4.4 (A,B)=S(A’,B) iff (A,B)s(A’,B) and (A’,B’)s(A,B). 
3 3 EXAMPLE 
Let R be a I7!-path through 0, then sr q ( 1) . 
i I consider the ‘else : undefined’-clause as implicit in P . 
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PROOF: Let I be an RE relation that coincides with IO* in 0 * and satisfies: 
alband bfO**aEO*. 
Put K(a) := {b 1 bs a}. There is ape 0* s.t. K EK@) (see [Fe, Sp]). Suppose 
that n se&&B) via PA, (PB. There are two possibilities: 
1. There is an a*~rr s.t. K(a*) sep(A,B) via (PA,C~B. K(a*)~~~{l} so then (1) 
sep(A,B) and we are done. 
2. There is no such a *. But in that case: Q E n iff (asp and pi ‘(K(a)) U 
q$ ‘(K(a))+ tH). This makes K $. Contradiction. •i 
The proof works also for enumeration reducibility, thus giving the result of [Kr] 
p. 313, $3. 
3.6 FACT 
If (p is a total recursive function then (A, B) zs (bp- ‘A, q- lB). 
3.7 FACT 
If A,B are RE sets, AnB=0, then: (A,B)I,(Z’+J-). 
PROOF: Find a total recursive q~ s.t.: (&x)}~p(x)= 
Then: A =~I-~F, B=p-‘Z’-. Cl 
3.8 EXAMPLES 
i) It is not the case that: { 1) sep(Z*,Z). 
ii) I7+ sep(Z+,Z+). 
PROOFOF ii: Let p+ be a fixed element of 17+. Make: qua+ :zp+ if XE Z’+; 
pz-(x) :zx. 0 
4. ABOUTDOWNWARDCLOSEDANDCOMPARABLESETS 
4.1 A set X is Downward Closed and Comparable or DCC if there is an RE 
relation U s.t. 
a) xay and ~EX-+XEX. 
W x,yEX+xay or yax. 
4.1.1 Comment 
Note that every RE set and every path through or within 0 is DCC. 
4.2 THEOREM 
No X, which is DCC, separates (Z+,Z-). 
PROOF: Suppose X is DCC and separates Z+,Z- via cp+, ~0 -. We will con- 
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struct recursive sets S+, S- s.t. S+ = (S-)c and C+ E S+, Z:- G S-. Thus obtain- 
ing a contradiction. 
From the definitions of DCC and separability, we see that for every x and y: 
(‘1 W WCW&N or Lie{+,-) i jEy _ ~ M.Y~ Q bpm. 
(We take #(x)uq~~Cy) to imply: #(x)1, q.$$). 
Find ex (primitive) recursive in x s-t. 
0 if qr*(x)aq+(y) or 
(P-w w*(x)* 
{e}y:# 
i 
1 if p*(x)a(p-(y) or 
(P+6wP*w. 
By ( *) we see that {ex} yl for any x, y. We now construct S +, S- from the com- 
putation of (ex) ex. We will indicate the proof only for the case {e,) exzO; the 
case {e,} ex= 1 is similar. 
Suppose { ex} exz 0, then exEZ+. So cp+(eJ EX and (p-(ex)t or cp-(ex)$X). 
Now there are four cases to consider: 
We put { ex} ex- =0 because we first found that: 
Case 1 q+(x)ucp+(ex). 
Then p+(x)~X. Put XES+. 
Case 2 cp-(x)ap+(eX). 
Then ~I-(x)EX. Put xeS-. 
Case 3 p-(eX)ap+(x). 
Because (p -(ex) d X, also cp ‘(x) Q! X. Therefore ~0 -(x) E X. Put x E S -. 
Case 4 cp-((eJ a p-(x). 
Then p+(x) EX. Put xE S+. 
That S+, S- have the desired properties is immediate from the construction.0 
4.4 COROLLARY 
For no DCC X we have X+&7+. 
4.5 DEFINITION 
Xlen Y iff there is an RE relation R s.t. for every x : xf Xe+ there is a y s.t. 
(M’i’;$)-’ (0)~ Y) and WY)). 
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We say: X is enumeration reducible to Y. 
4.6 LEMMA 
If Y is DCC: 
XI, Y*there is an RE relation Q s.t. for every x: 
(XE X-there is a y E Y Q(x,y)). 
PROOF: Let R be as in 4.5. Take Q: Q&y) iff there is a z s.t. /Y$‘~)l’ ((z)iay) 
and R&z). 0 
The idea of the lemma is due to Kreisel, see [Kr] p. 313, $2. 
4.7 THEOREM 
Let Y be DCC, X&, Y via Q as in 4.6. Suppose X sep(z+,z-) via 9+,9-. 
Then there are no w+, w- s.t. for every z: 
or 
((Q(bp+(z), v/+(z)) and ry+(z) E Y) 
(Q(9-(z), w-(z)) and W-WE YN 
PROOF: Suppose there were such w+, 9-. First remark that Z= {(x,y ) ( y E Y 
and Q(x,y)} in DCC. For suppose that Y is DCC via a. Put: 
(x,y ) a’(x’,y’) iffy ay’ and Q(x,y) and Q(x’,y’). 
It is easy to see that Z is DCC via 4’. We find: Z sep(J?,Z:-) via x+, x- with: 
X+(z):= <9’(z), w’(z)> 
and 
x-(z)= (9-(z), u/-(z)>. 
Contradiction. 0 
4.8 COROLLARY 
Let Y be DCC. Suppose qE Ta is an RE relation in q,a s.t.: 
a) a E Y+ To is (a set of codes of) a consistent theory containing PA. 
b) For every n there is an a in Y s.t. 
Tat- “‘n EL’+ ” or Tot- ‘n dZ+ ” 
then there are no v/+, w- s.t. for every z: 
((w+(z) E Y and Tv+(&- “‘z EZ+ “) 
Or 
(ly-(Z)E Y and Tv-(E$- ‘zefZ+ “)). 
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PROOF: By taking in 4.7: 
X:= u T,,, 
06 Y 
(p+(x):= “XEJc+ “, 
p-(x):= “Xf!sZ’+“. 0 
4.9 COROLLARY 
The Giidel-Rosser-Mostowski-Myhill-Kripke Theorem: Let (T,),, N be a re- 
cursive sequence of consistent theories containing PA. Then there is a b s.t. for 
every a: T& “b E Z+ ” and TO& “b #Z+ “. 
PROOF: Take for Y of 4.8 the set N. Clearly condition a) of 4.8 is fulfilled. 
Suppose b) were fulfilled. It is easy then to give w+, I//- s.t. 
Tw+(t)k “zEE+ ” 
or 
TV-(+ “z&E+ ‘: 
Contradiction. 0 
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